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Operation of Ni-YSZ electrode supported Solid Oxide Cell (SOC) was studied in both fuel cell mode (FC-mode) and electrolysis cell mode (EC-mode) in mixtures of H₂O/H₂, CO₂/CO, H₂O/H₂O/CO₂/CO at 750ºC, 800ºC and 850ºC. Although the SOCs are reversible, the polarisation characterisation show that the kinetics for reduction of H₂O and CO₂ is slower compared to oxidation of H₂ and CO, and that oxidation/reduction in CO₂/CO mixtures is slower than in H₂O/H₂ mixtures. The kinetic differences are partly related to the polarisation heating and the entropy change. Also the diffusion resistance is larger in EC-mode as compared to FC-mode and the low frequency concentration resistance (which is affected by diffusion), is asymmetric around OCV, and is significant higher in EC-mode. Both the increased diffusion resistance and the asymmetric low frequency concentration resistance result in a decreased activity in EC-mode. Changing the porosity of the support structure shows a significant change in both the diffusion resistance and low frequency concentration resistance when applying current, showing that diffusion limitations cannot be neglected for SOCs operated in EC-mode. Also the Ni-YSZ TPB resistance is affected by changing the support porosity, indicating that kinetic investigations under current and even at OCV, and the chase for a general expression for “all” Ni-YSZ electrodes may be pointless.

The diffusion limitations through the support and active electrode structure create an increased reducing atmosphere at the interface which may be related to the degradation of the cells.

Introduction

The reversibility of solid oxide cells (SOCs), thus that they can be operated as both a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) and a solid oxide electrolysis cell (SOEC), was demonstrated for both H₂O\(^{1-9}\) and CO₂\(^{10-13}\) in the early 1980’s. Although the cells are reversible a slightly lower performance and an increased degradation is normally observed in electrolysis cell mode (EC-mode)\(^{14-17}\), and reactant starvation is generally observed at lower current densities and degrees of conversion in EC-mode as compared to FC-mode. For both H₂O/H₂ and CO₂/CO mixtures a marginally higher activity towards H₂ or CO oxidation i.e. in fuel cell mode(FC-mode) is found in comparison to H₂O or CO₂ reduction (operation in EC-mode)\(^{14,18-23}\). Based on a theoretical study, it was suggested that this difference between oxidation and reduction lies in the slower diffusion of H₂O compared to H₂\(^24\). A recent study have showed that the lower performance in EC-mode may be caused by an increased low frequency concentration resistance in EC-mode as well as a local temperature decrease in EC-mode as compared to FC-mode due to the exothermic nature of the oxidation and endothermic nature of the reduction.\(^{25}\) It was further speculated that the increased low frequency concentration resistance was caused by diffusion to the
active Ni-YSZ electrode, depleting the reactants at the active Ni-YSZ electrode\textsuperscript{25}. Beside the increased diffusion, the lower performance may be related to the increased Ni-YSZ polarisation resistance in dry conditions\textsuperscript{26-27}. The performance during CO\textsubscript{2} electrolysis is found to be significantly lower than during H\textsubscript{2}O electrolysis at identical conditions\textsuperscript{1,14,18,19,27}. Beside the significantly different reaction mechanisms for the two electrolysis reactions\textsuperscript{22,27-29}, the performance during CO\textsubscript{2} electrolysis may be due to the slower diffusion of CO\textsubscript{2}/CO compared to H\textsubscript{2}O/H\textsubscript{2},\textsuperscript{24,30-34} leading to an increased diffusion and low frequency concentration resistance, and a larger Ni-YSZ electrode TPB resistance due to the increasing reducing atmosphere caused by diffusion limitations.

A number of possible rate determining steps have been identified for the Ni-YSZ electrode when operating in both FC-mode and EC-mode in mixtures of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, steam, carbon dioxide and methane\textsuperscript{22,27-29,35-40} which are very dependent on electrode structure and composition. In general there is a large disagreement regarding understanding of the processes occurring in the SOCs\textsuperscript{14} and the apparent activation energy, current-voltage relationship (i-V curve), measured impedance, dependence of the i-V curve on partial pressure of reactants and products, vary hugely.\textsuperscript{26,41-51} The partial pressure dependency seems to be related to both the performance of the cell and level of degradation\textsuperscript{25} as well as on the electrode micro structure\textsuperscript{52-54}. Although no direct evidence has been presented, it is generally believed that SOECs show larger degradation during CO\textsubscript{2} electrolysis (and co-electrolysis of steam and CO\textsubscript{2}) as compared to steam electrolysis.\textsuperscript{14} Further it is believed that increasing the steam/CO\textsubscript{2} concentration may increase degradation\textsuperscript{55,56}, and that an increased conversion degree may increase in the degradation rate\textsuperscript{57,58}. The observed degradation may further be dependent on both the initial cell performance and micro-structure.\textsuperscript{14,59-63}

In this paper we try to correlate some of the differences observed when operating the SOC in either fuel cell or electrolysis cell mode as well as the differences between the reaction rates observed during steam electrolysis and carbon dioxide electrolysis with variations in the cell structure and the degradation of these cells.

**Experimental**

**Solid Oxide Cells**

Planar Ni-YSZ supported SOCs of 5×5 cm\textsuperscript{2} with an active electrode area of 4×4 cm\textsuperscript{2} were used for the experiments. Cells with an LSM-YSZ oxygen electrode (denoted: Ni-YSZ/YSZ|LSM-YSZ cells) and cells with an LSCF-CGO (denoted: Ni-YSZ|YSZ|CGO|LSCF-CGO cells) oxygen electrode were applied for the study.\textsuperscript{15,64} The Ni-YSZ support/electrode was nominally the same for all the cells. The cells were supported by a ~300 µm thick porous Ni-YSZ layer\textsuperscript{64,65} and have a 10 – 15 µm thick Ni-YSZ cermet electrode; a 10 – 15 µm thick YSZ electrolyte and a 15 – 20 µm thick either strontium-doped lanthanum manganate (LSM-YSZ) or strontium-doped lanthanum ferrite partial substituted with cobalt (LSCF-CGO) composite oxygen electrode. For the cell with the LSCF-CGO oxygen electrode, a CGO barrier layer (5 – 10 µm thick) between the electrolyte and the LSCF-CGO oxygen electrode was applied. Although the Ni-YSZ support/electrode were nominally the same for all the cells, different processing parameters resulted in a support structure porosity of 34% for the Ni-YSZ|YSZ|LSM-YSZ cells whereas a lower porosity of
28% for the Ni-YSZ|YSZ|CGO/LSCFvCGO cells.

For characterising the cell as well as durability testing, a test house as shown in Figure 1 and described in details elsewhere was used. A total of 15 cells were tested for the experiments shown in the present study. Reduction of the nickel oxide in the Ni-YSZ electrode was performed in hydrogen at 1000°C for 13 of the cells, whereas the remaining two cells (used to compare the degradation rate for CO2 and steam electrolysis) were reduced at 850°C. The experiments shown in this study have been reproduced on several Ni-YSZ based SOCs and all initial i-V curves and impedance spectra were reproducible. On the other hand, when performing durability studies at high current (at or above -1A/cm²) structural degradation occurs, which makes the degradation rate difficult to reproduce. The DC characterisation of the cells was performed by recording polarisation curves (i-V curves) in both electrolysis and fuel cell mode by varying the current. AC characterisation was performed by Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) using an external shunt and a Solartron 1255B or 1260 frequency analyser at frequencies from 82 kHz to 0.08 Hz (when applying 6 points pr. decade) or 96 kHz to 0.096 Hz (when applying 12 points pr. decade) with an amplitude of 60 mA. The impedance data were corrected using the short circuit impedance response of the test set-up.

We have previously shown that the gas purity has a significant effect on the degradation of the SOCs operated in both EC and FC-mode. In order to eliminate impurity related degradation, the inlet gases to the Ni-YSZ electrode compartment were cleaned by flowing the inlet gases (except oxygen) over porous Ni-YSZ particles at 700 - 725°C in order to catch/adsorb all impurities that would otherwise be adsorbed on the active Ni-YSZ TPBs in the SOC.

**Effect of porosity in the Ni-YSZ support and electrode**

Ni-YSZ|YSZ|LSM-YSZ cells with different Ni-YSZ cermet porosity were produced by sintering identical half cells (Ni-YSZ support, Ni-YSZ active electrode and electrolyte) at temperatures ranging from 1255 to 1335 °C. Several cells are shown in the present study, with porosity varying from 23% to 31% in the support structure and 13% to 18% in the active Ni-YSZ electrode. The structural parameters for each cell are given in the text. The stated porosity is based on analysis of SEM images on reference cells and should be taken as indications only. These experiments are not used to give any specific values, but are used to show specific trends related to the porosity.

**Characterisation**

**Performance as a function of gas composition (pH2, pH2O, pCO, and pCO2)**

After an initial AC and DC characterisation, additional EIS was recorded while varying pH2, pH2O, pCO, and pCO2. Varying the hydrogen concentration in the H2O/H2 mixture was performed by keeping the steam concentration fixed at 15% and varying the hydrogen concentration from 85 % down to 35 % by exchange with argon. When varying the steam concentration, both the steam and hydrogen concentration was varied since the first experiment with changing the hydrogen concentration showed that the hydrogen dependency is negligible (see result and discussion section). The steam concentration was varied from 15% to 85% with hydrogen as the remaining gas. Varying the carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide concentration in the CO2/CO mixture was examined at a narrower interval in order to avoid solid carbon
formation in the Ni-YSZ electrode (and the Ni-YSZ powder used for cleaning the inlet gases, operated at 700 - 725°C). Varying the CO concentration in the CO₂/CO mixture was performed by keeping the CO₂ concentration fixed at 30% and varying the hydrogen concentration from 65 % down to 15 % by exchange with argon. Varying the CO₂ concentration in the CO₂/CO mixture was performed by keeping the CO concentration fixed at 30% and varying the CO₂ concentration from 70 % down to 20 % by exchange with argon. When varying both the CO and CO₂ concentration (pCO+pCO₂=1) CO₂ concentration was varied from 30% to 80% with CO as the remaining gas.

**Performance as a function of current density**

The performance as a function of applied current was examined in both EC-mode and FC-mode. Electrochemical Impedance Spectra (EIS) were recorded in 50% H₂O/50% H₂ or 50% CO₂/50% CO at current densities varying from either +0.5 or +0.7 A/cm² (FC-mode) to either -0.5 or -0.7 A/cm² with steps of 0.1 A/cm² (EC-mode). After setting the current, the cell was left at the applied current density for 15 minutes before the impedance measurement was initiated.

**Flow variations under current**

The performance under current at varying flowrates was examined by performing EIS measurement under current while keeping the average pH₂O constant at 0.50, while varying the current density and flowrate according to Table 1.

Table 1. Conditions for flow variations under current.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow rate (L/h)</th>
<th>Fuel cell mode</th>
<th>Electrolysis cell mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Current density (A/cm²)</td>
<td>Inlet gas composition (pH₂O)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Performance as a function of temperature**

The performance as a function of temperature was investigated in steam/hydrogen mixtures by recording impedance spectra with a constant pH₂O of 0.50 at temperatures ranging from 850 to 900°C.

**Durability testing**

The durability of the Ni-YSZ based SOCs was examined for H₂O and CO₂ electrolysis and co-electrolysis of H₂O and CO₂. All cells were operated at with oxygen flown to the oxygen electrode, and a current density of -1.0 A/cm². Both the flowrate and gas composition to the Ni-YSZ electrode was varied.

One series of experiments to investigate the temperature dependency on the degradation was carried out for six cells (three Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM-YSZ cells, and three Ni-YSZ/YSZ/CGO/LSCF-CGO cells), operated at 750°C, 800°C or at 850°C. Three experiments were performed on the Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM-YSZ cells, and Ni-YSZ/YSZ/CGO/LSCF-CGO cells. For these six experiments the durability was examined during co-electrolysis, with 45% H₂O/ 45% CO₂/ 10% H₂ flown to the Ni-
YSZ electrode. The tests were carried out with a H₂O+CO₂ conversion at 60%. Additionally, one experiment was carried out at 800°C with a H₂O+CO₂ conversion of 30% by increasing the flow rate to the Ni-YSZ electrode (keeping the current density of -1.0 A/cm²). The effect of reactant conversion was further examined during steam electrolysis (to avoid carbon deposition at high conversion) in 90% H₂O/ 10% H₂ at 800°C by changing the flow rate to the Ni-YSZ electrode (keeping the current density of -1.0 A/cm²) with an initial H₂O conversion degree of 30% and subsequently increased by steps of 10% conversion. Finally two tests were conducted in order to examine the degradation rate of steam electrolysis (90% H₂O/10% H₂) and CO₂ electrolysis (90% CO₂/10% CO) at 800°C.

Figure 1. Cell assemblies in a cross-flow pattern. A: Exploded view of the cell assembly, and B: Side view of the cell assembly showing the gas flow directions and the placement of thermocouples, it has to be noticed that the flow directions shown in figure B is in co-flow pattern, whereas the actuarial flow during the experiments were cross-flow.

Modelling the current and overpotential along the cell

The distribution of the current and overvoltage along the cell in the flow direction was modelled in order to estimate the effect of both support structure and conversion degree on the overvoltage at the Ni-YSZ electrode TPB. The modelling was performed for steam electrolysis only in order to simplify the calculations. For the modelling, the cell was divided into 16 slabs of 1 cm² (length of 0.25 cm) along the steam flow direction. Negligible in-plane voltage along the cell was assumed, thus a constant cell voltage along the cell applies. The overpotential cell voltage in each slab along the cell was calculated as following:

\[ U_{\text{Slab1}} = OCV_{\text{Slab1}} + \eta_{\text{Slab1}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

With the overpotential calculated as:

\[ \eta_{\text{Slab1}} = R_{\text{Slab1}} \cdot i_{\text{Slab1}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The resistance of each slab was calculated by adding all resistances for the individual processes in the cell:
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A breakdown of the cell contributions (see Table 3) are used for the serial resistance and the oxygen electrode resistance. The conversion and diffusion resistance was calculated according to the equations described below.

**Diffusion resistance**

The diffusion resistance ($R_{\text{diffusion}}$) is related to the change in Nernst potential due to gas diffusion limitations within the porous Ni-YSZ support/electrode. In H$_2$O/H$_2$ mixtures $R_{\text{diffusion}}$ can be calculated as:

$$R_{\text{diffusion}} = \frac{\eta_D}{i} = \left(\frac{f}{2f}\right)^2 \frac{i}{P_{\text{eff}}} \left(\frac{1}{x_{i,H_2,O}} + \frac{1}{x_{i,H_2}}\right)$$

Where $\eta_D$ is the diffusion overpotential, $P$ is the pressure, $D_{\text{eff}}$ the effective diffusion coefficient, $l$ is the diffusion length (support thickness), $i$ is the current, $R$ is the gas constant, $F$ is Faradays constant, $T$ is the temperature in Kelvin, $x_{i,H_2,O}$ and $x_{i,H_2}$ are the inlet mole fractions of steam and hydrogen. The diffusion resistance in CO$_2$/CO mixtures is calculated in a similar manner. For diffusion in porous structures, a correlation for the average percolating porosity in the diffusion direction must be made, and in pores smaller than a few microns ($Kn > 10$, $Kn = \frac{\text{Diffusion length}}{\text{Pore Diameter}}$) Knudsen diffusion dominates. The Knudsen diffusion coefficient ($D_{\text{Kn}}$) can be calculated as:

$$D_{\text{Kn}} = \frac{N_p}{3} \left(\frac{8RT}{\pi M}\right)$$

Where $d_p$ is the pore diameter, $M$ is molar weight of the gases. $T$ h is the temperature in Kelvin. Based on the Knudsen diffusion, the effective diffusion can be calculated as:

$$D_{\text{Kn,eff}} = \frac{\epsilon}{\tau} D_{\text{Kn}}$$

Where $\epsilon$ is the porosity and $\tau$ is the tortuosity. The actual diffusion length through the porous structure is extremely difficult to estimate, and the tortuosity factor describes that the diffusion path through the porous structure is longer than a direct path (electrode/support thickness). Microstructural studies (using e.g. Focused Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscopes) of fuel electrode supported cells provide evidence that the tortuosity for typical fuel electrode supported SOCs with a porosity around 30% is 1 – 3. In the modelling a tortuosity factor of 1 is used and changes is made in porosity only (Figure 13). Later, an analysis of the actual/experimental determined relation between porosity and tortuosity is made in the discussion.

**Conversion resistance**

The conversion resistance ($R_{\text{conversion}}$) is based on the change in Nernst potential due to conversion and is therefore related to the gas composition. Assuming a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) the impedance caused by gas conversion in H$_2$O – H$_2$ mixtures at the Ni/YSZ electrode can be expressed as:

$$R_{\text{conversion}} = \frac{\eta_C}{i} = \frac{RT}{4F^2J_1} \left(\frac{1}{x_{i,H_2,O}} + \frac{1}{x_{i,H_2}}\right)$$

Where $\eta_C$ is the conversion overpotential, $J_1$ is the inlet area specific flow rate (mol/m$^2$ s), $i$, $R$, $F$, $T$, $x_{i,H_2,O}$ and $x_{i,H_2}$ have the same meaning as described above.
The conversion resistance in CO₂/CO and H₂O/CO₂/H₂/CO mixtures may be calculated in a similar manner. Assuming a plug-flow reactor (PFR), the impedance caused by gas conversion is half of the impedance when assuming a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR).\textsuperscript{81} It has been well proven that the conversion resistance can be calculated as stated in equation 7 at OCV\textsuperscript{80}, which will also be shown in the present article, whereas under current, this has not been fully investigated\textsuperscript{25}, and is a part of the present article. Thus at OCV, the conversion resistance is denoted conversion resistance, whereas under current, the changes in Nernst potential due to the changes in concentrations during the AC perturbations caused by the impedance measurements will be denoted “low frequency concentration resistance”.

\textit{Ni-YSZ TPB resistance}

The Ni-YSZ resistance in H₂O/H₂ mixtures can be calculated based on the pH\textsubscript{2}O dependency as shown in Figure 2. The R\textsubscript{Ni-TPB} follows a power law dependency on the steam and hydrogen concentration (pH\textsubscript{2}O\textsuperscript{a}·pH\textsubscript{2}O\textsuperscript{b}) where the dependency of H₂ is negligible\textsuperscript{25} and the exponent for pH\textsubscript{2}O is between 0.30 and 0.32\textsuperscript{25}.

\begin{figure}[h!]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Dependency of Ni-YSZ resistance on the steam concentration.}
\end{figure}

The current distribution along the cell was calculated by minimizing the error between the calculated cell voltage (according to equation 1) and the actual constant cell voltage by non-linear least-square. The output of the modelling gives the distribution of current along the cell as well as the overpotential of each of the processes occurring in the cell.

\textbf{Break down of the impedance by fitting to an equivalent circuit model}

\textbf{Cells with an LSM-YSZ oxygen electrode}

To break down the impedance contributions from each of the two electrodes, the impedance spectra were fitted to an equivalent circuit model consisting of an inductance, a ohmic resistance (serial resistance R\textsubscript{s}), and five constant phase elements (CPE) in parallel - as previously described for this type of Ni-YSZ based SOCs\textsuperscript{50}. When characterising the cells with 25% H\textsubscript{2}O – 75% H₂ supplied to the Ni-YSZ electrode and air to the LSM-YSZ electrode the five circuits represent a high frequency LSM-YSZ electrode arc\textsuperscript{1} (R\textsubscript{LSM – High}), a contribution from the TPB reaction in the Ni-YSZ electrode (R\textsubscript{TPB}), a low frequency LSM-YSZ electrode TPB arc (R\textsubscript{LSM – Low}), a diffusion arc (R\textsubscript{Diffusion}) and a gas conversion arc (R\textsubscript{Conversion}). R\textsubscript{Diffusion} and R\textsubscript{Conversion} originate from the Ni-YSZ electrode. The resistances and frequencies for each of the five circuits when characterising the SOCs produced at DTU Energy with 25% H\textsubscript{2}O – 75% H₂ supplied to the Ni-YSZ and air supplied to the LSM-YSZ electrode at 850ºC are listed in Table 2.\textsuperscript{50}

\textbf{Cells with an LSCF-CGO oxygen electrode}

\textsuperscript{1} For the Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM-YSZ cells, the high frequency arc corresponds to the O\textsuperscript{2}- transport through the structure of LSM-YSZ electrode which for the Ni-YSZYSZ(CGO)\textsuperscript{50} cells is normally related to the Ni-YSZ electrode. The high frequency arc may therefore be related to the entire O\textsuperscript{2} transport in the composite electrodes and thus not only in a single electrode.
Also for the cells with an LSCF-CGO oxygen electrode, the impedance contributions were broken down to the contributions from each of the two electrodes, by fitting the impedance spectra to an equivalent circuit model. For the cells with an LSCF-CGO oxygen electrode, the equivalent circuit model consisted of an inductance, an ohmic resistance (serial resistance $R_S$), and four constant phase elements (CPE). One for the oxygen ion transfer ($R_{O2trans}$ comparable to the $R_{LSM - High}$), one for the TPB reaction in the Ni-YSZ electrode ($R_{TPB}$), a diffusion arc ($R_{Diffusion}$) and a gas conversion arc ($R_{Conversion}$) similar to the cells with an LSM-YSZ oxygen electrode. In contrast to the cells with an LSM-YSZ oxygen electrode, the contribution for the TPB reaction in the LSCF-CGO oxygen electrode was fitted with a Gerischer element (G).

The resistances and characteristic frequencies listed in Table 2 can only be used as a guideline because variation in performance between the produced cells occur, and since other resistances and frequencies will certainly be observed when changing the gas compositions (see Table 3), i.e. steam partial pressure to the Ni-YSZ electrode and oxygen partial pressure to the LSM-YSZ electrode. An initial fit of the spectrum recorded at OCV was obtained by keeping the exponent of the constant phase elements constant and applying the published values for the resistance of each circuit as a starting point. For the subsequent fitting routines a free fit of the resistances and characteristic frequency of the respective processes was performed. Subsequently, the spectra when changing the operation conditions (current and gas composition) were fitted. We are aware that the description of the breakdown has been much improved recently, but the available breakdown data to be used here were obtained as described.

Table 2. Break down of the polarisation resistances for the SOCs produced at DTU Energy (former Risø DTU) SOCs when characterised in 25% $H_2O$ – 75% $H_2$ at the Ni-YSZ electrode and air at the LSM-YSZ electrode at 850ºC. Activation energies are summarised based on literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Resistance ($\Omega\cdot cm^2$)</th>
<th>Characteristic frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Activation energy (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_s$</td>
<td>0.03 – 0.13</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.7 – 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSM$_{Hi}$</td>
<td>0.05 – 0.07</td>
<td>500000</td>
<td>0.8 – 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-YSZ TPB</td>
<td>0.05 – 0.08</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>0.8 – 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSCF-CGO</td>
<td>0.05 – 0.08</td>
<td>100 - 200</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSM$_{Low}$</td>
<td>0.03 – 0.06</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1.4 – 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion</td>
<td>0.02 – 0.03</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Performance as a function of current density

Figure 3 shows sets of two i-V curves measured in FC-mode and EC-mode at 850ºC with 50% $H_2O$/50% $H_2$ or 50% $CO_2$/50% $CO$ mixtures supplied to the Ni-YSZ electrode while pure oxygen was supplied to the LSM-YSZ electrode. From the i-V characteristic shown in Figure 3 it is observed that no discontinuity occurs in the shift from FC-mode to EC-mode, although the slopes (Area Specific cell Resistance, ASR) were higher in EC-mode compared to FC-mode. In FC-mode, the ASR was 0.20 $\Omega\cdot cm^2$ in agreement with previous measurements for identical SOCs. The ASR in EC-mode was 0.21 $\Omega\cdot cm^2$, showing a marginal higher activity towards
oxidation of H₂ than reduction of H₂O for the Ni-YSZ electrode as reported previously. The ASR for oxidation of CO, when supplying 50% CO₂/50% CO to the Ni-YSZ electrode was 0.24 and an ASR of 0.25 Ω⋅cm² were found for reduction of CO₂. The cells thereby showed lower activity for CO₂ reduction than for CO oxidation as previously observed, and lower activity for CO oxidation compared to H₂ oxidation in agreement with literature. Finally the cells also showed slower kinetics for CO₂ reduction than for H₂O reduction as have also previously been reported.

Figure 3 also shows the temperature evolution during the measurement of the i-V curves. Also the production/consumption of heat showed differences when comparing operation in FC-mode and EC-mode, where heat is produced in FC-mode, and consumed in EC-mode, and that production/consumption is larger in the CO₂/CO mixture compared to the H₂O/H₂ mixture.

Electrochemical impedance spectra measured at current densities varying from -0.5 A/cm² (operation in EC-mode) to +0.5 A/cm² (operation in FC-mode) while supplying 50% H₂O/50% H₂ to the Ni-YSZ electrode are shown in Figure 4C and D. The measured cell voltage and cell temperature while recording the impedance spectra are shown in Figure 4A. Similar sets of impedance spectra, cell voltage and cell temperature while supplying 50% CO₂/50% CO to the Ni-YSZ electrode are shown in Figure 4B, D and F.

The cell temperature and cell voltage follows the same pattern as in Figure 3. The impedance spectra in Figure 4C – Figure 4F shows that during reduction (EC-mode) both the ohmic and polarisation resistance increases with increasing electrolysis current density, whereas during oxidation (FC-mode) both the ohmic and polarisation resistance decreases with increasing positive current density. The evolution in impedance is further analysed by a breakdown of the resistance of the individual electrode processes (Figure 5).
Figure 4. DC (A, B) and AC (C, D, E, F) characterisation at 850ºC in mixtures of 50% H$_2$O/50% H$_2$ (A, C and E) and 50% CO$_2$/50% CO (B, D and F). The points on the curves for DC characterisation (A and B) indicate the measuring points for the AC characterisation. AC characterisation was performed at OCV and during oxidation at current densities up to +0.5 A/cm$^2$ (C and E) and during reduction at current densities to -0.5 A/cm$^2$ (D and F).

To establish the characteristic frequencies for each of the processes contributing to the total polarisation of the cell, DRT analysis for the initial impedance spectra while varying pH$_2$O, pH$_2$, pCO$_2$, and pCO at the Ni-YSZ and pO$_2$ at the oxygen electrode was performed at 850ºC. As anticipated a change in resistance was observed at three distinctive frequency regions (~5 Hz, 100 – 110 Hz, and 7000 – 7500 Hz) for the Ni-YSZ electrode when changing the H$_2$O/H$_2$ ratio. These frequencies and are assigned to the resistance caused by gas conversion (~5 Hz), gas diffusion (100 – 110 Hz) and resistance at the TPB (7000 – 7500 Hz). Similar characteristic frequencies are observed when performing the CO$_2$/CO gas-shift (~2 Hz, 55 – 60 Hz, and 6500 – 7000 Hz) and are also assigned to the resistance caused by gas conversion (~2 Hz), gas diffusion (55 – 60 Hz) and resistance at the TPB (6500 – 7000 Hz). For the pO$_2$ shift, also two characteristic frequencies are observed (~5 Hz, and 1900 – 2000 Hz). The change observed at 5Hz has been assigned to gas conversion at the Ni-YSZ electrode and may be caused by a gas-leak, whereas the change observed at 1900 – 2000 Hz is characteristic for the LSM-YSZ electrode. Further, one characteristic frequency (50000 Hz$^{23}$) was reported for the LSM-YSZ electrode, this response show only a small or no pO$_2$ dependence and is therefore not observed during the pO$_2$ shift. The characteristic frequencies are summarised in Table 3 and used as a basis for fitting the changes in impedance observed when applying current.
Table 3. Break down of the polarisation resistances for the SOCs produced at DTU Energy (former Risø DTU) when characterised in 25% H₂O – 75% H₂ at the Ni-YSZ electrode and air at the LSM-YSZ electrode at 850ºC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>H₂O/H₂ Resistance (Ω·cm²)</th>
<th>Characteristic frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>CO₂/CO Resistance (Ω·cm²)</th>
<th>Characteristic frequency (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ohmic resistance</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 LSM&lt;sub&gt;high&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>53000</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>53000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Ni-YSZ TPB</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 LSM&lt;sub&gt;low&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Diffusion</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Conversion</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>3.9&lt;sup&gt;20°&lt;/sup&gt; – 4.0&lt;sup&gt;20°&lt;/sup&gt; (3.4&lt;sup&gt;50°&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>1.5&lt;sup&gt;20°&lt;/sup&gt; – 2.6&lt;sup&gt;50°&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the characteristic frequencies (Table 3) polarisation resistance of the cell was broken down to the contribution for each of the processes occurring in the cell while applying current in both EC-mode and FC-mode. As can be seen from Figure 5, the total resistance (ohmic and polarisation) is higher in EC-mode as compared to FC-mode as previously observed<sup>16,22</sup>. The total resistance increases with increasing negative current density in EC-mode, whereas the total resistance decreases with increasing positive current density in FC-mode. The ohmic resistance follows the change in temperature; the ohmic resistance increases in EC-mode, whereas the ohmic resistance decreases in FC-mode.

From the breakdown of the individual polarisation resistances, it can be seen that the resistance for Ni-YSZ TPB, LSM<sub>low</sub> and LSM<sub>hi</sub> increases in EC-mode, whereas they decrease in FC-mode similar to the change in ohmic resistance.

In the present paper, we focus on the diffusion and conversion resistances, and the relation between those. In the H₂O/H₂ mixture, hardly any change in the diffusion resistance is observed when applying current (Figure 6). On the other hand, in the CO₂/CO mixture, the diffusion resistance decreases when applying current in EC-mode, whereas it increases when applying current in FC-mode. The bold lines in
Figure 6A represents the theoretical diffusion resistances. Finally, the low frequency concentration resistance increases with both increasing positive and negative current densities according to the changes in gas composition. The bold lines in Figure 6B represent the theoretical conversion resistances based on the CSTR or a PFR model.

The main difference in H₂O/H₂ mixtures and CO₂/CO mixtures lies in the higher diffusion, and the higher low frequency concentration resistance. The higher diffusion resistance in CO₂/CO mixtures implies that the actual gas composition at the active electrode is different from the bulk gas composition. We have previously speculated the increased low frequency concentration resistance was caused by diffusion to the active Ni-YSZ electrode, depleting the reactants at the active Ni-YSZ electrode, and that the low frequency concentration resistance reflects the gas composition at the active Ni-YSZ electrode. In order to verify these hypotheses, the performance as a function of current density was examined for cells with different porosity.

**Dependency on Ni-YSZ support structure porosity**

Electrochemical impedance spectra measured at OCV for three different cells with a support structure porosity of either 25%, 27% or 31% while supplying 50% H₂O/50% H₂ to the Ni-YSZ electrode and pure oxygen to the oxygen electrode are shown in Figure 7A. The most distinct difference between the three spectra is in the Ni-YSZ TPB resistance which increases with decreasing porosity. Also, a trained eye can see that significant diffusion resistances are visible, and that the diffusion resistance increase with decreasing porosity. Further, also the conversion resistance increases with decreasing porosity. A visualisation of the Ni-YSZ TPB resistance and diffusion resistance at varying porosity is shown in Figure 7B. The conversion resistance was measured on a large number of cells; including those shown in Figure 7A and the measured conversion resistance at varying porosity is shown in Figure 7C. All measured conversion resistances shown in Figure 7C fall within the values predicted by the CSTR (0.057 Ω.cm²) or PFR (0.028 Ω.cm²) models.
The resistance caused by diffusion through the porous support structure depend on the support porosity as shown in Figure 7. The impedance breakdown of the diffusion (Figure 8A) and low frequency concentration resistance (Figure 8B) under current as a function of support structure is shown in Figure 8. Clearly the diffusion resistance increases when applying current in EC-mode. On the other hand, in FC-mode, the diffusion resistance remain close to unchanged. The resistance for the low frequency concentration arc show a similar asymmetric behaviour (similar to the results shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6B) with a large increase in EC-mode and much smaller increase in FC-mode. Further, the resistance for the low frequency concentration arc show a clear dependency on the support structure, with an increased resistance at low porosity and an increased asymmetry with lowering the support structure porosity. This is a clear indication that a significant part of this low frequency resistance originates from diffusion limitations, and may be related to the gas composition at the active Ni-YSZ electrode.

The resistance for the low frequency concentration arc under current in both FC-mode and electrolysis cell mode at varying flowrates are shown in Figure 8A for the cell with 25% porosity in the support structure. The resistance for the low frequency concentration arc under current in EC-mode for cells with varying porosity is shown in Figure 8B. The experiments were conducted such that the average steam flow...
composition was kept constant by changing, beside the flow rate, also the current density, and steam/hydrogen ratio (when shifting between FC-mode end EC-mode) according to the conditions stated in **Error! Reference source not found.**. The bold lines in Figure 8A represent the theoretical conversion resistances based on the CSTR or a PFR model.

For the cell with 25% porosity in the support structure (Figure 8A) a higher low frequency concentration resistance is measured in EC-mode as compared to FC-mode at the same current density and flow rate. Further, a linear dependency between the low frequency concentration resistance and the inverse flow rate is observed in FC-mode, whereas in EC-mode, this relation is only observed at low flow rates and low current density (a similar trend is observed for the remaining cells, not shown). For the cell with a high porosity in the support structure, a dependency close to a linear is also observed in EC-mode (Figure 8B), while decreasing the porosity, and the deviation at high current increases.

![Figure 8](image1.png)

Figure 8. Measured low frequency concentration resistance during flow variations under current. A: Resistance measured in FC-mode and electrolysis cell mode for the cell with 25% porosity and B: Resistance measured during flow variations under current in electrolysis cell mode for cells with different porosity. The bold lines are the theoretical conversion resistance due to the different Nernst potential based on a CSTR and a PFR model (½ of the CSTR model) respectively.

The conversion resistance at temperatures varying from 850°C to 900°C is shown in Figure 9. Again the bold lines represent the theoretical conversion resistances based on the CSTR or a PFR model. As can be seen, an increase in the resistance for the low frequency concentration arc increases with temperature.
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Figure 9. Conversion resistance for the cell with a porosity of 31% when characterised in 50% H₂O/50% H₂ at temperatures ranging from 850°C to 900°C. The bold lines are the theoretical conversion resistance due to the different Nernst potential based on a CSTR and a PFR model respectively.

**Degradation**

After testing the initial characterisation (iV and EIS at OCV) of the cells, durability in EC-mode was tested at 750, 800, or 850°C with 45% H₂O/ 45% CO₂/ 10% H₂ supplied to the Ni-YSZ electrode, oxygen supplied to the oxygen electrode, and a current density of -1.0 A/cm². The cell voltage evolution with time for Ni-
YSZ/YSZ/LSM-YSZ (Figure 10A) and Ni-YSZ/YSZ/CGO/LSCF-CGO cells (Figure 10B) operate at a reactant conversion of 60% is shown in Figure 10. From the experiments shown in Figure 10, degradation during electrolysis was observed for all tested cells, and a clear increase in degradation rate is observed when decreasing the operation temperature for the Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM-YSZ cells. Similar, decreasing the temperature to 750ºC for the Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSCF-CGO cells show an increase in degradation rate. Surprisingly, similar degradation rates were found at 800ºC and 850ºC for the Ni-YSZ/YSZ/CGO/LSCF-CGO cells. The Ni-YSZ/YSZ/CGO/LSCF-CGO shows an increased performance as compared to the Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM-YSZ (lower initial cell voltage), whereas the degradation rates were comparable. When operating these SOECs at high current density (at or above -1A/cm²) structural degradation occurs (evident by a change in the ohmic resistance, see Figure 11), which makes the degradation rates difficult to reproduce, thus, when looking at the cell voltage only, Figure 10 do not show any evident supporting an increased durability (as reported in literature) of the cell with an increased performance (Ni-YSZ/YSZ/CGO/LSCF-CGO).

The contribution to the degradation in overpotential from the different cell components was analysed by breaking down the impedance contribution measured during the durability test, Figure 11. From the data in Figure 11 it can be seen that the ohmic contribution to the degradation is higher for the Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM-YSZ cells. A clear relation between the ohmic contribution to the degradation and the oxygen electrode with temperature occur for both cell types (increased degradation at lower temperature). On the other hand, the fuel electrode degradation seems independent of the operating temperature (beside the fuel electrode degradation observed for the Ni-YSZ/YSZ/CGO/LSCF-CGO cell operated at 850ºC, which is surprisingly high) and is similar for all temperatures (for either Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM-YSZ cells or Ni-YSZ/YSZ/CGO/LSCF-CGO cells). The fuel electrode degradation for the Ni-YSZ/YSZ/CGO/LSCF-CGO cells are around 4 times higher than the fuel electrode degradation for the Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM-YSZ cells.
Figure 11. Breakdown of the degradation to the contribution from the fuel electrode, oxygen electrode and the electrolyte during the first 200 hours of operation of the cells shown in Figure 10.

The effect of the conversion degree on the degradation rate was investigated by performing two additional tests with YSZ|YSZ|CGO|LSCF-CGO cells; one durability test was conducted at 800°C with 45% H$_2$O/45% CO$_2$/10% H$_2$ supplied to the Ni-YSZ electrode, and a current density of -1.0 A/cm$^2$ (identical to the test at 800°C, shown in Figure 10B), but with an increased flowrate as compared to the tests shown in Figure 10B, thus the reactant conversion was 30% (Figure 12A). Another test was carried out with 90% H$_2$O/10% H$_2$ supplied to the Ni-YSZ electrode, and a current density of -1.0 A/cm$^2$, but with an initial reactant conversion of 30% and subsequently increased by steps of 10% conversion to reach a conversion degree of 90% (not shown). At both 30% and 60% reactant conversion (Figure 12A), the cell voltage during co-electrolysis show initially an increased degradation whereafter a linear long-term degradation was observed. From the experiments shown in Figure 12A, it can be seen that increasing the reactant conversion from 30% to 60% do not influence the degradation rate. The test with increasing conversion degree showed that a reactant conversion degree of around 80 – 90% is necessary in order to observe an increase in degradation rate (not shown here).

Two additional tests were conducted to investigate the different degradation rates during steam and carbon monoxide electrolysis. When comparing the degradation rate during steam and carbon dioxide electrolysis (Figure 12B) it can be seen that a similar degradation rate is observed for the two tests, especially taking the reproducibility into account (if any difference is present a slightly higher degradation is measured during electrolysis of carbon dioxide).
Figure 12. A: Cell voltage measured during co-electrolysis at 30% and 60% reactant (H$_2$O+CO$_2$) conversion with 45% H$_2$O/45% CO$_2$/10% H$_2$ flown to the Ni-YSZ electrode (the cell with 60% conversion is the same cell as shown in Figure 10B). B: Cell voltage measured during either steam or carbon dioxide electrolysis at 60% reactant conversion with 90% H$_2$O/10% H$_2$ or 90% CO$_2$/10% CO flown to the Ni-YSZ electrode. All cells were operated at 800ºC, and a current density of 1.0A/cm$^2$.

Modelling the current and overpotential along the cell

A simple model to evaluate the effect of both porosity and reactant conversion on the Ni-YSZ TPB resistance was set up. Assuming a negligible in-plane voltage (which is normally below 1mV), the cell voltage is identical along the cell, whereas the resistance and overpotential (due to the Nernst potential as well as the relation between the steam partial pressure and Ni-YSZ TPB resistance) varies along the cell in the flow direction. Changing the reactant conversion will, although keeping the total current constant, change the current distribution along the cell (Figure 13A), which in turn alter the overpotential at the Ni-YSZ electrode. According to the relation between the resistances of the individual processes occurring the SOC and the current distribution, the overpotential at the Ni-TPB (which governs the degradation) can be found (Figure 13B) when neglecting diffusion limitations. Similar, the overpotential at the Ni-YSZ TPB with varying support structure can be found; here the difference is not due to the different conversion degree, but due to an altered current distribution and steam/hydrogen ratio at the active nickel electrode due to diffusion Figure 13C. The overpotential (overvoltage) at the Ni-YSZ TPB increases when increasing the conversion degree due to the altered current distribution as well as the more reducing gas at the interface when increasing the reactant conversion. Thus, changing the reactant conversion may affect the degradation rate if, and only if degradation is observed in all cases. Similar increase, although much larger, in Ni-YSZ TPB over-potential, and thus increased degradation may be observed when decreasing the porosity of the support layer because the gas composition at the active electrode becomes increasingly reducing. Further, it is seen that decreasing the porosity the maximal Ni-YSZ TPB overpotential moves towards the inlet of the cell, thus if the degradation of the cell is correlated with the diffusion, an increased degradation at the inlet should be observed. Since both the reactant conversion and support structure affects the Ni-YSZ TPB resistance by changing the pO$_2$ at the active electrode, an interplay between the conversion degree and structural parameters do apply, and the diffusion limitations enhance the observed changes at the Ni-YSZ TPBs (Figure 13D). The results shown in Figure 13D are made based on a cell with a porosity of 28% (Ni-YSZ|YSZ|CGO|LSCF-CGO) in the support structure.
Figure 13. Calculated theoretical overpotential at the NivYSZ TPB along the cell. A: Variation of cell voltage, overpotential, Nernst potential and current density along the cell. B: Fuel electrode overpotential at various reactant conversion degrees neglecting diffusion limitations. C: Fuel electrode overpotential at various support structure porosities. D: Fuel electrode overpotential at various reactant conversion degrees taking diffusion through the support into account, based on a cell with a support structure porosity of 28%.

Discussion

Cell performance

Continuity of the i-V curves across OCV was observed for both H₂O/H₂ and CO₂/CO mixtures, showing that these Ni-YSZ SOCs can work as reversible SOCs in H₂O/H₂ and CO₂/CO mixtures as previous shown. Each i-V curve yields two cell resistances, Area Specific cell Resistance (ASR) – one during oxidation of the reactants when applying positive current densities (operation in FC-mode, ASR_{fuel cell}) and the other during reduction of the reactants when applying negative current densities (operation in EC-mode, ASR_{electrolysis}). The observed ASR values in both H₂O/H₂ and CO₂/CO mixtures are lower for oxidation than for reduction, showing a marginally higher activity towards oxidation in comparison to reduction as previous been shown by several research groups. Further, the ASR (both ASR_{fuel cell} and ASR_{electrolysis}) were higher for CO₂/CO mixtures compared to the ASR values for H₂O/H₂ mixtures showing lower activity for CO oxidation/CO₂ reduction compared to H₂ oxidation/H₂O reduction in agreement with literature.

Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows that the electrode temperature drops when applying a negative current density (H₂O reduction, operated in EC-mode) and increases when applying a positive current density (H₂ oxidation, operated in FC-mode). During both oxidation and reduction, a temperature increase caused by polarisation heating of the cell will occur, and the polarisation heating will be identical during oxidation and reduction. As can be seen from Figure 3, the temperature increase during oxidation and decrease during reduction, and the change in temperature can therefore not solely be explained by polarisation heating. Besides the polarisation heating, the exothermic oxidation of H₂ and CO oxidation and the endothermic reduction of H₂O and CO₂ will inevitable result in a temperature increase during oxidation and a temperature decrease during reduction. Based on the
reaction enthalpy more heat will be produced/consumed when applying current in CO\textsubscript{2}/CO mixtures which is in good agreement with Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5. Further, at increasing cell voltage closer to or above the thermoneutral voltage, the temperature starts to increase. At 850ºC, the thermoneutral voltage for H\textsubscript{2}O electrolysis is 1.29 V. The current density where the temperature starts to increase was -0.55 A/cm\textsuperscript{2} in the H\textsubscript{2}O/H\textsubscript{2} mixture and -0.73 A/cm\textsuperscript{2} in the CO\textsubscript{2}/CO mixture. Assuming an ASR of 0.21 Ω.cm\textsuperscript{2} for reduction of H\textsubscript{2}O, the current density where the cell voltage is equal to the thermoneutral voltage (1.29 V) is -1.57 A/cm\textsuperscript{2} and the current density where the minimum temperature would be measured would thus be -0.78 A/cm\textsuperscript{2}. The temperature profile show the expected trend, although the minimum temperature is observed at current densities slightly lower than expected, which may be because the ASR increases at high current densities due to conversion (Figure 3 and Figure 5), and because the added polarisation heating. This suggests that the temperature change is caused both by polarisation heating and the exothermic/endothermic nature of the reactions.

The decreasing temperature will inevitably lead to an increased resistance of the thermal activated electrochemical reactions (Table 2) when operated in EC-mode as compared to when operated in FC-mode where heating will result in a lower ASR. The temperature profile measured during the DC characterisation may at least partly explain the higher ASRs calculated for electrolysis versus the ASRs for fuel cell mode. The total resistances measured by the impedance measurements are in good agreement with the ARSs measured by DC characterisation (Figure 3, Figure 4 and Table 3).

The impedance spectra was analysed by breaking down the losses into an ohmic loss and five polarisation losses (R\textsubscript{LSM - High}, R\textsubscript{TPB}, R\textsubscript{LSM - Low}, R\textsubscript{Diffusion}, and R\textsubscript{Conversion / low frequency concentration}). Although the resistances for the individual arcs contributing to the Ni-YSZ electrode are larger in CO\textsubscript{2}/CO mixtures, comparison of the impedance spectra and especially a DRT analysis for the two mixtures (Figure 4, Table 3), show that the spectra contain the same arcs. This suggests that the process in principle consists of the same reaction type at the Ni-YSZ electrode irrespective of the gas mixture, and that the model may be applicable for both H\textsubscript{2}O/H\textsubscript{2} and CO\textsubscript{2}/CO mixtures. The ohmic resistance is comparable with the values obtained when establishing the model, whereas the resistances obtained for the electrochemical arcs (R\textsubscript{LSM - High}, R\textsubscript{TPB} and R\textsubscript{LSM - Low}) are typically 10% lower. The lower resistances in the present may be a consequence of oxygen flown to the LSMvYSZ electrode (instead of air), and the higher steam concentration at the Ni-YSZ electrode, which increase the activity of these SOCs (Figure 2).

The ohmic resistance show notable differences when applying current in both H\textsubscript{2}O/H\textsubscript{2} and CO\textsubscript{2}/CO mixtures (Figure 5). The most distinct temperature profile can be seen during reduction of H\textsubscript{2}O in H\textsubscript{2}O/H\textsubscript{2} mixture, where the temperature reaches a minimum, whereafter it starts to increase again. The ohmic loss follows the exact same trend, clearly showing that the cell (and active electrodes) experiences a change in temperature. During oxidation in H\textsubscript{2}O/H\textsubscript{2} the ohmic resistance decreased from 0.067 Ω cm\textsuperscript{2} to 0.064 Ω cm\textsuperscript{2}, and increased to 0.072 Ω cm\textsuperscript{2} during reduction. During oxidation in CO\textsubscript{2}/CO the ohmic resistance decreased from 0.067 Ω cm\textsuperscript{2} to 0.061 Ω cm\textsuperscript{2}, and increased to 0.073 Ω cm\textsuperscript{2} during reduction. A slightly larger temperature difference was measured during oxidation/reduction in the CO\textsubscript{2}/CO mixture as compared to the H\textsubscript{2}O/H\textsubscript{2} mixture, consistent with the larger change in ohmic resistance. The larger temperature change in the CO\textsubscript{2}/CO mixture is
consistent with the higher reaction enthalpy for CO oxidation compared to H₂ oxidation (and for CO₂ reduction compared to H₂O reduction), and may observed some of the differences observed when comparing the reaction kinetics in H₂O/H₂ and CO₂/CO mixtures. Based on both the AC and DC characterisation, the heat of reaction and polarisation heating during application of current definitely has an effect on the reaction kinetics, and may account for some of the differences, during operation in EC-mode as compared to FC-mode. The ohmic resistance may be used as measure of the actual electrode temperature, and show that the electrodes experience a significant higher temperature change as measured by the thermocouple.

Due to the temperature changes, no reliable correlation/discussion of the electrode kinetics can be made under current. On the other hand, diffusion and conversion which is close to independent of temperature changes (equation 4 and 8, and Figure 9) can be analysed as a function of applied current. The calculated theoretical diffusion resistances compared to the experimentally found diffusion resistances are shown in Figure 6A. Because of the higher molar weight of CO₂/CO compared to H₂O/H₂ a higher \( R_{\text{Diffusion}} \) is observed in CO₂/CO mixtures compared to H₂O/H₂ mixtures (Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6). In general, the measured diffusion resistances are close to the theoretical values (Figure 6), although the experimental diffusion resistances are higher than the theoretical ones. Theoretically, the diffusion resistance is expected to be slightly higher in EC-mode compared to FC-mode for both H₂O/H₂ and CO₂/CO mixtures, in accordance with the experiments (Figure 6). For H₂O/H₂ mixtures, a gradual decrease occurs when decreasing the current in EC-mode and increasing current in FC mode, as predicted theoretically. For CO₂/CO mixture, and increase at high FC-current is observed, also theoretically, this is predicted. A similar trend is found at OCV when varying either pH₂O or pCO₂ as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Measured (fitted) diffusion resistances in H₂O/H₂ and CO₂/CO mixtures as a function of pH₂O or pCO₂.

Because the conversion resistance is only associated with the gas composition in the gas phase and not the molar masses the conversion resistance is expected to be identical for mixtures of H₂O/H₂ and CO₂/CO at “OCV”, with a minimum in a 50% H₂O/50% H₂ mixture, and is expected to increase symmetrically around this minimum with increasing/decreasing H₂O/H₂ ratio (equation 4 and 8). Further, a slight increase with temperature as well as a linear relation with the inverse flow rate is expected. At OCV (Figure 8 Figure 15), as well as in FC-mode (Figure 8), the measured conversion/low frequency concentration resistance follows the theoretical predicted trends. As can be seen from Figure 5 and Figure 6B, the observed low frequency concentration resistance is certainly not identical in H₂O/H₂...
and CO₂/CO mixtures, and a significant higher low frequency concentration resistance is observed in CO₂/CO mixtures as compared to H₂O/H₂ mixture (Figure 6B). Figure 15 show the measured conversion resistance at OCV for the cell with a porosity of 25% compared to the measured low frequency concentration resistance under current as a function of the average pH₂O along the cell. Further, also the theoretical conversion resistances based on the CSTR or a PFR model is shown by the bold lines in Figure 15. It is seen that the measured conversion resistance at OCV follows the trend predicted by the CSTR / PFR model, where the minimum conversion resistance is observed in a 50% H₂O/50% H₂ mixture, and increases symmetrically around this minimum with increasing/ decreasing H₂O/H₂ ratio. In Figure 15, the observed conversion resistances lie between the values predicted by the two models, which makes sense when recalling the flow pattern for the set-up (Figure 1). Under current, the measured low frequency concentration resistance is highly asymmetric (Figure 5, Figure 6B, and Figure 15) with an increased low frequency concentration resistance in EC-mode. This asymmetry is not due to the steam concentration, varying the inlet steam concentration from 45% to 55% show the exact same trend. Further, the asymmetry is higher in CO₂/CO mixtures as compared to H₂O/H₂ mixtures (Figure 5 and Figure 6B), and the asymmetry becomes more pronounced in CO₂/CO mixtures as compared to H₂O/H₂ mixtures and increases with decreasing porosity (Figure 8). This show that the low frequency concentration resistance is affected by diffusion and may reflect the gas composition at the active Ni-YSZ electrode, and that a more precise description of the detailed nature of this arc remains to be modelled.

Even at OCV, the diffusion and the low frequency concentration resistance changes with support structure porosity, this means that the actual concentration at the active fuel electrode varies with the structural parameters (Figure 7). Although the cells presented in this study were manufactured by sintering the half-cell at different temperatures, and thereby creating very different structural parameters for the active Ni-YSZ electrode, an increasing Ni-YSZ TPB resistance was observed with decreasing porosity (Figure 7B). This increased resistance may very well be due to diffusion, changing the gas composition at the active Ni-YSZ TPB sites during the measurements, even at OCV. In general it is found that there is no pH₂ dependency for Ni-YSZ supported cells, whereas a significant dependency on pH₂O, pCO, and pCO₂ is found. Surprisingly, the Ni-YSZ TPB resistance dependency on apparent partial pressure of reactants and products, seem to correlate with the molar mass of the species in question, and the observed dependency may thus be related to the diffusion, and thereby also the electrode structure. Therefore it may not be possible
to investigate electrode kinetics and make a general expression for “all” Ni-YSZ electrodes as this dependency will be dependent on the structural parameters of the specific cell.

The difference in performance for CO\textsubscript{2} electrolysis and H\textsubscript{2}O electrolysis lies in both the Ni-YSZ TPB resistance, but also the slower diffusion, and thus higher low frequency concentration resistance.\textsuperscript{27} When comparing H\textsubscript{2}O electrolysis and co-electrolysis of H\textsubscript{2}O and CO\textsubscript{2}, almost identical Ni-YSZ TPB resistance and diffusion resistance is observed, whereas a slightly higher low frequency concentration resistance is observed during co-electrolysis.\textsuperscript{27} Thus, the increased Ni-YSZ TPB resistance observed in CO\textsubscript{2}/CO as compared to H\textsubscript{2}O/H\textsubscript{2} mixtures may be associated with the diffusion through the support structure. This may be supported by studies on model electrodes (with no diffusion limitations) show much less difference between the performance in H\textsubscript{2}O/H\textsubscript{2} and CO\textsubscript{2}/CO mixtures.\textsuperscript{25,49,93,94}

When comparing co-electrolysis mechanism on fuel electrode supported cells and electrolyte supported cells,\textsuperscript{27,95-97} significant differences are found. For fuel electrode supported cells (for which diffusion through the support structure plays a role), a large difference between co-electrolysis and steam electrolysis performance is observed.\textsuperscript{27} On the other hand, similar performance for co-electrolysis and steam electrolysis performance is observed for electrolyte supported cells\textsuperscript{95-97} (where no diffusion restrictions occurs). These differences may be explained by diffusion, affecting both the Ni-YSZ TPB and the low frequency concentration resistance in a Ni-YSZ supported cell. Probably, a diffusion limiting current density is reached in the active Ni-YSZ layer next to the electrolyte, i.e. pH\textsubscript{2}O and pCO\textsubscript{2}, respectively, approaches zero and then the Ni-YSZ support starts to become electrochemically active, but it has a much higher polarisation resistance due to its coarse structure, and this high resistance results in a very long time constant (a large low frequency arc). A modelling of this will require a very detailed 3D, which is not available to us.

The large effect of the structural parameters indicates that electrolyte supported or oxygen electrode supported cells may be preferable as electrolysis cells as these will minimise the diffusion limitations and decrease the Ni-YSZ TPB resistance (caused by diffusion limitations). Similar, pressurised operation may significantly increase the performance of these cells, again by decreasing the diffusion limitations and Ni-YSZ TPB resistance.

**Cell degradation**

A long-term degradation for the SOC's during electrolysis operation was observed for all tests by the course of the cell voltage (Figure 10) and the increase in impedance (Figure 11). These cells show degradation in both the serial resistance as well as the polarisation resistances. From the cell voltages shown in Figure 10 it can be seen that lowering the operation temperature increases the degradation rate of the cells. There is a clear correlation between the operation temperature and the degradation rate for the oxygen electrode (and electrolyte) whereas the degradation for the fuel electrode does not seem to depend on the operation temperature. The degradation at the oxygen electrode (and electrolyte) is therefore most likely related to the overpotential as previously discussed.\textsuperscript{14,61,63} On the other hand, the degradation at the fuel electrode cannot be correlated to the temperature. It has previously been suggested that the observed degradation is caused by metallic inter-diffusion of Zr formed by reduction of YSZ at low oxygen partial pressures (a critical pO\textsubscript{2} of 3.2×10\textsuperscript{-29.3} bar at 850\textdegree C\textsuperscript{98}). Such low oxygen partial pressures imply
an overpotential at the Ni-YSZ TPB of several hundred mV\(^8\). It is difficult to imagine such low oxygen partial pressures/ high overpotential at the Ni-YSZ TPB (Figure 13) unless significant diffusion limitations occur. The Ni-YSZ degradation is higher for the Ni-YSZ/YSZ(CGO)/LSCF-CGO cells as compared to the Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM-YSZ cells. Although an increased polarisation at the oxygen electrode do smoothen the current distribution along the cell for the Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM-YSZ cells, this is far from enough to explain the difference observed. On the other hand, the support structure porosity for the Ni-YSZ/YSZ/LSM-YSZ cells (34%) is higher than for the Ni-YSZ/YSZ(CGO)/LSCF-CGO (28%). Based on the discussion above, such a decrease in porosity will inevitably create a decreased pO\(_2\) at the interface due to diffusion limitations (Figure 13), and the porosity may be critical for the observed degradation. This is consistent with the carbon formation observed in the Ni-YSZ electrode close to the YSZ electrolyte in cells operated far outside the carbon deposition regime\(^99;100\), indicating a very reducing atmosphere.

Careful analysis of the degradation of these cells have shown that degradation in the Ni-YSZ electrode is found close to the inlet of the cell\(^101\). The increased diffusion limitations, will, due to the lower steam concentration at the interface move the maximal overpotential at the Ni-YSZ electrode closer to the inlet (Figure 13), thus supporting that diffusion limitation may play a significant role for the degradation of these cells. Due to changes in diffusion, similar increased degradation may be found by increasing the reactant conversion (Figure 13) as well an increased degradation may be observed during CO\(_2\) electrolysis (as compared to steam electrolysis). Within the experientially uncertainties, no evidence for an increased degradation was observed when increasing the conversion degree from 30% to 60% (Figure 12A), nor an influence of CO\(_2\) electrolysis as compared to steam electrolysis (Figure 12B) was found. A reactant conversion of at least 80% was necessary in order to observe an increase in degradation rates. The effect of support structure and the effect of reactant conversion are related, and without significant diffusion limitations, the conversion degree has only a minor effect on the degradation rate. In this study we did not find any clear correlation between the long term degradation and the conversion degree, whereas in literature there is a huge disagreement, whether the conversion degree influences the degradation rate of the cells.\(^14\) Beside the obvious effect of impurities in the gas phase (and in raw materials) which will be affected by the steam partial pressure (the decreasing steam partial pressure to the conversion will cause an increased deposition of the steam bore impurities in the Ni-YSZ cathode), and that the impurity level may be higher in CO\(_2\)/CO mixtures as compared to H\(_2\)O/H\(_2\), the presence of impurities may explain the increased degradation with increased reactant conversion as well as in carbon dioxide sometimes observed in literature, but for CO\(_2\) the degradation rate should not be dependent on the degree of conversion as long as there is no significant diffusion limitation. That similar degradation rates were observed in steam and carbon dioxide mixtures and at 30% or 60% reactant conversion in the present study may be due to the fact that the inlet gases were cleaned to eliminate impurity related degradation.

Adsorption of impurities\(^18;66;102\) as well as structural changes\(^101;103;104\) during durability tests have shown to alter the measured low frequency concentration resistance. Assuming that the low frequency concentration resistance is in fact dependant on the electrode structure, such changes may be explained since the active Ni-YSZ TPB alters in these cases. For example if degradation occurs at the
electrode/electrolyte interface, the active Ni-YSZ TPBs move away from the interface, changing the diffusion distance. When comparing the tests with different reduction temperature (Figure 12A compared to Figure 12B), it can be seen that a slightly lower degradation rate is found for the cells reduced at 1000°C (850°C for the two cells shown in Figure 12A, as compared to 1000°C for the two cells shown in Figure 12B). The decreased degradation rate for the cells reduced at a higher temperature may be due to the increased mechanical strength induced by the higher reduction temperature.

Conclusion

Ni-YSZ electrode supported Solid Oxide Cell (SOC) was operated in both fuel cell mode (FC-mode) and electrolysis cell mode (EC-mode) in mixtures of H₂O/H₂, CO₂/CO, H₂O/H₂O/CO₂/CO at 750°C, 800°C and 850°C. Polarisation (i-V) characterisation show that the kinetics for reduction of H₂O and CO₂ is slightly slower compared to oxidation of H₂ and CO. The slower kinetic for reduction was found to be partly related to the polarisation heating and the entropy change. Due to the exothermic reaction in FC-mode and endothermic reaction in EC-mode, both the ohmic resistance as well as the electrochemical electrode resistances are higher in EC-mode as compared to FC-mode. The measured diffusion resistance is slightly larger in EC-mode as compared to FC-mode whereas the low frequency concentration resistance is significant higher in EC-mode at high current densities, probably related to diffusion limiting current densities. Both the increased diffusion resistance and the asymmetric low frequency concentration resistance result in an increased Area Specific Resistance (decreased activity) in EC-mode. The temperature profile shows a decrease in temperature when going from FC-mode to EC-mode due to the exothermic nature of the oxidation and endothermic nature of the reduction. The lower performance in EC-mode compared to FC-mode close to open circuit voltage (OCV) may therefore be explained by the temperature changes caused by the reactions. At higher current densities the increase caused by diffusion limitations become more pronounced and may explain the apparent fuel starvation normally observed at lower conversion degrees in EC-mode as compared to FC-mode. Changing the porosity of the support structure show a change the Ni-YSZ TPB resistance and a significant change in the low frequency concentration (partial pressure) related resistance when applying high current densities. The observed increased polarisation in EC-mode at decreasing porosity shows that diffusion limitations cannot be neglected for support structures with porosity below 30% (with a support thickness of 300µm). These diffusion limitations through the support and active electrode structure create an increased reducing atmosphere at the interface which may be related to the degradation of the cells.
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